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Our proposals for the food justice movement require a more radical set of
practices that lead not so much to a restructuring as to an autonomous and
reiterative geography of relocalization that supplants the dominant global
food system. They require that we collectively strive for deep connections
– with our food, with the places we live, and with each other. Finally, they
of transnational agribusiness corporations while consciously rebuilding
our place-based local food systems. This must be done in solidarity with
others around the world who share our hunger and thirst for justice.
Mares, Teresa M, and Devon G. Peña
“Environmental and Social Justice: Toward Local, Slow,
and Deep Food Systems ” in Alkon, Alison Hope., and
Julian Agyeman. Cultivating Food Justice: Race, Class,
and Sustainability . MIT Press, 2011

From Surplus to Food Kiosk
The successful harvests at Meg’s
Community Garden and The
Sun Club Teens for Food Justice
Hydroponic Farm have enabled us
to dream about surplus. How can
we make the most of it and how do
we share it? We not only imagine
making applesauce muffins and
serving tea, and pizza and garden
rolls, we imagine working with the
community to use and prepare
the food we grow together. We
want to make both innovative and
traditional foods to share, preserve
and serve.
For this purpose, we believe that
our next step will be to build and
begin to operate a food kiosk. Our
unfolding vision of how a food kiosk
would function is that it should be a physical element located on or near
the “unused road” adjacent to Meg’s Garden, perhaps becoming the (or
one of the) defining element(s) in what we are calling the “community
hub.” The kiosk must be flexible enough to support a harvest to table food
service amidst a seating area while also transforming easily into a market
place, food truck, community food processing center, and maybe more, to
hold at least 25 people.
We imagine a community initiative around the growing, sharing and
processing of food, adding to its value without sacrificing nutritional
quality. We understand the distinction between food security and food
sovereignty. The fast food that is so plentiful in American society might
be enough to keep us from hunger, but it does not nourish us, quite the
opposite. As Mares and Peña suggest, we too, and in our way, “see food
as more than a mere commodity, instead envisioning it as a relationship
that forces us to stretch our understanding of what it means to grow and
eat food justly.”
To learn more or get involved with the project:
visit jamesbaldwinoutdoorlearningcenter.org or contact Founder and
Director Ray Pultinas at ray@jamesbaldwinoutdoorlearningcenter.org

